
Blue Roof ‘An Urban outdoor shower Oasis.’

The bath is not a private island.  We are all connected in a global ecosystem where we must
conserve water for the public good.  The blue roof shower is an outdoor ecosystem that
reclaims previously unused flat mechanical rooftop space as an urban oasis.  Renewable
energy sources on the roof at 330 Dundas Street West, in Toronto, transform it into an
electric energy production space, where wind, rain, and sun are all fully utilized.

Use of wind: The Lakota wind turbine continues to produce energy regardless of how strong
the winds are.  If more energy is produced than can be used, the excess is dumped into a
dynamic braking system, that prevents the blades from reaching dangerous speeds.  The
dynamic braking system is a resistive load that can be used to heat water, thus providing a
source of hot water, which can be stored in tanks for later use.

The wind turbine is mounted on the roof, which is also fitted with solar panels.  Six inches of
Styrofoam insulation on the roof provide an R60 insulation rating.  Furthermore the upper roof
is covered with solar panels (BP Solar, 12 volt, 160 Watts each, total output power is 4,000
watts) that gather the sun's rays for energy use in the building.  This energy is used, together
with wind energy, to heat the shower water, as well as to run various equipment, including the
shower control systems.

Rain water is collected from the flat roofs, and stored in tanks for treatment such as filtration.
The treatment is powered by wind and sun.

The lower roof has a rooftop garden that is irrigated by the used shower water.  If one or
more people use the shower on a daily basis, there is enough used shower water to irrigate a
good sized rooftop garden.

The result is a zero-runoff roof that re-uses the rainwater twice: once for showering, and then
again for irrigation of the rooftop garden oasis.

Additionally, the shower base contains micro radar systems to track the body of the user, and
rainwater is directed exactly at the flesh, so that none of the reclaimed rainwater is wasted.

During heavy rainfall seasons, when there is more water than what is needed for showering
and irrigation, excess water is used to cool the solar panels so that they run more efficiently.

The urban oasis also retains rainwater in the rooftop garden, to help keep the building cool in
warm weather.  This eliminates the need for mechanical cooling (air conditioning) on the top
floor.  Additionally, occupants can use the shower for a quick rinse at various times of the
day, to cool of in hot weather, thus reducing or eliminating the need for mechanical cooling
equipment on the roof.

This results in a reduction or an elimination of electricity consumption, since air conditioning
accounts for a major portion of electrical utilities load.  Additionally, the solar panels and wind
turbine collect sufficient energy to power other electrical equipment in the building, in addition
to the shower.  This other equipment includes rooftop lighting so that the garden oasis and
outdoor shower can be enjoyed day or night.
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